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Principles and Methods of Designing a Composition of Meat Products Balanced 

N .N .LIPATOV
Institute of Applied Biotechnology, Moscow, USSB

The solution of problems connected with both the creation of new forms of a food 
different aspects of improving agronomic technologies of food cultures, of increasi11̂
productivity of meat and dairy cattle, poultry,etc. cannot be considered as a success

si'without the solution of tasks concerning principles and methods of designing a comp°s 
of food products nutritionally-balanced.

iüe

Long-year investigations carried out in this direction allowed to formulate the
principles of designing a composition of food products nutritionally-balanced and

ti'

ons including them: I.A rationally-balanced formulation is corresponded by a ratio:
lanced product. 2.In any set of protein-containing ingredients there is such their 
that provides the amino acid composition which is maximally balanced in relation

ti°

to

tistically based protein standard. 3.The fatty acid composition of a product designed erf

ah/be purposefully changed by introducing additional fat-containing ingredients. 4-.IO- 
of fat-containing ingredients there is such their ratio at which proportions of sa' 
monosaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids are maximally approached the predete; 
ones. 5.While designing a product’s formula to be included in the ration, it is neceSS‘

tura'

erf

&

ifi
take into account the composition of dishes and products only once-consumed together 
a designed one. 6.There is such a composition of a multi—component product which i® 
duced into once-consumed or daily ration that balances this ration on the energy valu6’ 
the ratio of macro- and micronutrients and on the set of food ballast components. ^  

The initial stage of the development of theoretic foundations and concrete method® v
alization of designing principles of food products balanced is connected with the £ ol®0'

tion of qualitative and quantitative conceptions concerning the rationality of esseh 
amino acids use in the technology of adequate exotrophy.

At the same time it's necessary to emphasize that all the logical conclusions u®ed ur. coh®
such a formalization have been made with the supposition that protein of a product

t>0Sê  1by a man was exposed to complete proteolysis in the digestive tract. However, at P1 
the procedure has been already developed that allowed analytically, on the basis 
information, to calculate the proteolysis degree of a protein of multi-component Pr°

id a0'

which are designed on the basis of formalization methods mentioned below.
id!'Formalization, which takes into account the inter-balance of essential a m i n ¿¡p
iplerealization of such a formalization on the basis of well-known Michell-Block pri*10

following indices are proposed:
Utilitarity coefficient of the j-th essential amino acid:

ü  . _ 5«;«, 
a j ~  3 7 -

f r a c t i o n  of unity CD
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^•litaxity coefficient of the amino acid composition characterizing numerically the es-h«L.
amino acid balance in reference to the physiologically required norm (standard)!

, fraction of unity (2)

V i
t  Ai

‘V
s J r  i«6ct to the equality (I), the formula (2) can be easily re-arranged to the following

u = fraction of unity C3)

ls appropriate to mention here that the analogical on writing index, but in another
l£vs
fetation, was proposed earlier by Brazhnikov A.M., Rogov I.A., Mikhailov N.A.

Itdev ^of "compared redundancy" of amino acid content not used for anabolic needs in such
S t sw  ■‘■'•7 of protein of the product evaluated which is equivalent to utilized content in
Sbamis of the standard protein:

It
5

the

X  ( Ai - Smm Aty 
(3c = ---- q--------

o  m i n
w

formula (I-4-) the following conventional signs are accepted:
biq ~ minimum scor of essential amino acids of a protein evaluated with respect to phy-

S A al"Iy required norm
il — Raan

^ a n d

V
4 -

(standard), % or fraction of unity; 
scor of the j-th essential amino acid with respect to physiologically required 
ard), % or fraction of unity;
mass quota of the j-th essential ami.no acid in a product, g/IOO g of protein;

~ mass quota of the ¿-th essential amino acid which corresponds to physiologically 
b°rm (standard), g/IOO g of protein.

V t
6Ssence of qualitative evaluation of proteins compared by means of indices formalized
fhe more values of "U." or the lower values of " ¿ c" (ideally (J_ = I; ^  = 0), the 

S: 6SSential amino acids are balanced and the more rational they can be used by the or-

Vaii,̂¿ation which takes into account the ratio of essential and non-essential amino
Hu ^ c h  formalization allows to evaluate quantitatively the quota of essential amino 
• iq
^  I^ctein °f ike concrete product which can be used as precursors of non-essential 
\}^ biosynthesis 0r as an energogenic material because of their being unbalanced,

HtV ,
°r redundancy with respect to non-essential amino acids. Only six mutually exclusi- 
lohs can be picked out which reflect proportions of essential and non-essential

V V
^  s ih a protein evaluated. In symbol form the conditions corresponding to these si-

lU
described by the following inequalities!
lEAA > ZS; S . = S_.. _ = const 3 man > I C5)
ZEAA 4 XS; S i = Smin = const 4 I C6)

i lEAA > ZS; U Z E A A > I S ;  > I C 7)
ZEAA ^ ZS; S m i n ^ i  “ lEAA < I S C8)

v i .
Ci - Is)* s .J min C8a)
Cl - £S)* S' m m C8b)

i ¿EAA < ZS; Smin ^ I C9)
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öfli«
Tn expressions (5—9) the following signs are accepters

jp
2EAA - total mass quota of essential amino acids in a protein evaluated, fraction 0 
UIEAA - mass quota of interbalanced essential amino acids;
£S - total mass quota of essential amino acids in standard protein, fraction of

For quantitative evaluation of distribution of essential amino acids in the concre
oitein which play the role of energogenic material or are precursors of biosynthesis 0 

essential ones the following formulas given below were deduced (Table I).
The main criterion of this evaluation,by means of these formulas, of the amino aC

position of a protein of food products or of raw materials for their manufacture f^o» ^
id®3-̂ 

:e#:

eft

positions of rational use of essential amino acids is that the product can be consi 
a preferable one, when (provided that an organism is equally supplied by anabolic ® 
a maximum,as compared with other variants, quota of assimilated essential amino 3-ci 
its protein contains is able to use for anabolic needs without the degradation on ̂  

tial amino acids biosynthesis and not to use for compensation of energy consump 
the organism because of their interbalance and with non-essential amino acids.

In symbol form this criterion is written as follows:
r BS EG "1
J max;; £  EAA — min; SI EAA minj" ( 10)

oda°‘The second stage of creating the theoretic and practical foundations of food P33 
signing was the development of modelling methods of influence of the set of formula 
gredients and of their ratio on changes in mass quotas of macro- and micronutrieu'60.

Table

Coefficient of rat ^
{ Mass quota of amino acids:

Situation correspond-} s - i  n-racur-'T ---------- -------- !
ing to the S t t  01 « “  a0idI sis of non-es senti-} 6 | tion

al amino acids j |

5

6 
7

8 & 8a 
8 & 8b 

9

Z  BAA = £EAA - £ S

BS
£  BAA = £ 3 ( 8 ^ -  I)

z EU  =
£ S

BS

EG
£  EAA = (I — U) £  EAA 

EG
~ Cl “ W  *£EA A  = CI

D(z
£  EAA = (I - U) £  EAA

Rc = 

Rc =

U
^min
U

U__
Rc -

s min
Rc = U

Smin^ sc

Rc " u

To become a calculated information of mass quotas of such matters as protein»
tes, fat, minerals, vitamins the following formula may be used which in its ess0llC 

written form of the material balance equation: h -

s - " !w - --------- .
where S* is the mass quota of the concrete macro- or micronutrient in formulatiJlg 

fraction of unity or %; 00 ^ is the mass quota of the i-th component of formula'fc:iJ1®
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4 ct1

4 h .
component, fraction of unity or %.

J-on of unity or %\ S. is the mass quota of the concrete macro- or micronutrient In the

4
it
;itg

s formula can he used also for the calculation of mass quotas of ballast matters, 
case when it is necessary to become an information, e.g., about mass quotas in formu- 

of such matters as amino acids to be a part of protein or as fatty acids to be a
°£ fat, somewhat another writing form of material balance equation may be proposed:

s I  Xy Sj  Mij

£  X i S t
M j = (12)

is the mass quota of the j-th component of a complex macronutrient in multi-compo-
^°bmulation, fraction of unity (or %, or g/100 g of complex macronutrient); It, . is the 

s ■L«
of ¿j-th component in the concrete complex macronutrient of the i-th component of

Ablation, fraction of unity (or %, or g/100 g of complex macronutrient).
On

Qe basis of this equation at the limitations below-mentioned the authors proposed 
foil■‘-‘■owing algebraical expression that is a fundamental one for modelling protein amino 
Composition in multi-component formulating mixtures:

tXiio-fc + 7? x,-y)ix,h+yfxt£4 i  = (15)

V H .
L  11 la the total number of ingredients to be a pant of the formulation; 1 is the num- 

 ̂ ^■STedients not to vary while modelling; (m - 1) is the number of ingredients to va-
X

\
V ,

Modelling; (n - m) is the number of ingredients which are substituted while model- 
35 n _

in the1 V  W V . ” 1•¿.OQ s I; T  or. = I ; /  ¿ OCiís  the total mass quota of ingredients
" " W l 1 . . ' . ... v=i J \  .. . ..................Aoa which vary while modelling; CG\is the mass quota of the i-th ingredient in the

Q.. loh, fraction of unity; D. is the protein mass quota in the i-th ingredient, %;
y la v

\ the mass quota in the protein of i-th ingredient of the j-th amino acid, g/100 g of

4

'Sih a’ hnd A j is the mass quota of the j-th amino acid in the protein of the formulation 

0l̂ elled, g/100 g of protein.
^ l y s i s  of existing formulations and of real possibilities of meat and dairy plants

while developing new forms of products, including products for special use, it 
whether it should be used in their formulations more than six protein-contain-

\ ,

^lents. In this connection, it is simple to deduce the dependence on the basis of 
equation (13) which allows by means of computer to realize the cyclic algorithm

sip,
the amino acid composition of six-component formulation. It looks like as fol-
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Original essence of this model consists in that while its realizing with computer
.1^quite enough to be given to only the mass quota of the first component. After that va-

of Xj1, Eg, Rj, R^ and R^ are chosen on the modelling results which to the greatest
satisfy the rationality criterion (1 0 ) , the following values axe calculated on the n05̂  

Rt
mulas: 3Cp - X *• R^$ s R^R^ Ĉ- ** t * R^C
x6 = R2(I - r 5) ( i  - r 5) . (15)

For all this the following limitations must be maintained:
R*€ [ o j i ]  R,e [o;i] L °» il ( X 6 )Lw* J-J “-4.'

While introducing other limitations on the model corresponding to any int®'
ate situation, including five— , four— , three- and two-component systems, oan be obt&i®

Procedure of designing formulations of multi—component food products includes th®0
a®^

&

oi

ges. In the first of them by means of formulas (14) and (1 5 ) modelling the protein 
acid composition of a food product designed is realized and those values are chosen 
to the greatest degree satisfy the criterion (10). In the second stage the evaluation

fojythe fatty acid composition of a product designed takes place. For this purpose the *
S r  l, ning formula is used: _x T  T  X; L; 1III

f .  ¿ r z f r i  \  4 (17)
< Li f ,

where L  is the mass quota of the j-th fatty acids in the fat of the i-th compon®® '
X 3 ¿uOtSl1. is the mass quota of the j-th fatty acids in the fat of multi-component food Pr° .
J tft

% to fat; is the mass quota of fat in the i-th component, %\ 2 7 is the mass <JU°
the i-th fat-containing component in a food product designed, fraction of unity.

0
Values of index j in the formula (17) are identified, respectively, with: I - $

Cj *
rated fatty acids; 2 - saturated fatty acids; 3 -* linoleic acid; 4 - linolenic acid* 
chidonic acid. In this case it's taking into account that mass quotas 'of °oâ  ^

containing protein besides fat are constant as pre-determined by the first stag® 01 ,a
1 ̂

ing. On the results of this evaluation such mass quotas 2^ are chosen which in ^

t P 1

2^(p ) provide the required approximation to physiologically necessary ratio bebwe®0 
ted, mono- and polyunsaturated fatty acids.

In the third stage the energy value of food products designed is calculated, i’®1' 
purpose the following formula is used:

G = 17,21®'ft{i-S».(Uf)] *0,3881 L x it X  - u v i i x f s . j  ®6) ^
where x^ is the mass quota of the i-th carbohydrate-containing component, fracti011 
Sj_j is the mass quota of the ¿j-th sugars in the i-th carbohydrate-containing coap0̂
I7|2; 15,7; 0,338 are coefficients proportionate to the energy value of protein3» os®1•VOH

rates (kJ(%*g)-1) and fats (kJ(%*%«g)“x).-Is
The first sum in the second item of the formula (18) takes into account the 

correct balance of the fatty acid composition polyunsaturated acids have not to b® 
compensation of energy consumption by the organism.

us®d '
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In ’•to® first sum of the third item of this formula values of index ¿j are identified with:
^Ohosaccharides; 2 - disaccharides; 3 - polysaccharides hydrolyzed.
4̂ 4. that the energy value was calculated by means of the formula (18), it is compared

k® required value of Qy . If the energy value calculated is found to be less than , 
0rial technologically permissible carbohydrate-containing components are introduced in-

1 6 Product composition. If the calculated value of Q is found to be more than Q< ,
a excessively high values of L. may be changed by new ones (technologically permis- 
with lower values of L^.

Ihe _v Procedure of designing a composition above-described can be used for grounding food 
v ,balanced including the first and the second dishes and allows to take into account 

CQlaPosition of garnishes, bread quantity consumed, desserts and drinks.

1

j

,4

*

t

i
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